Executive Summary
In response to the declines of prices and transactional activity in mid-2014, developers started offering a variety of incentives in the form of payment
plans in an attempt to stimulate demand. Payment plans have progressively eased from 2013 (when more than 80% of launches had payment terms
that were front ended) to 2016 when more than 55% of launches had back ended and post handover payment plans. In 2017 as transaction volumes
have surged, developer launches appear to be recalibrating towards an equilibrium; however it is likely that such payment plans will continue to be
“tweaked” in response to changes in the price cycle.
A dissection of units launched by prices and payment plans reveals that supply priced above the 1200 psf level has not experienced the extent of
developer facilitation, as has been the case with lower psf rates. This implies that a) back ended payment plans have been in the domain of the mid
market segment more predominantly, and b) where they have been offered in the luxury space, it has been predominantly in the larger absolute ticket
size items such as villas.
A look into transactional activity reveals that there has been greater demand for units with more flexible payment terms. Transactions for off-plan
units with installments of 0-25% on handover accounted for 57% of overall activity in 2015, however in 2017 Q1 they account for nearly half that
amount. The flexible payment terms allows for a greater spectrum of investors to enter the market, and has served as a useful via-media for liquidity
constraints that have dominated the zeitgeist in recent times.
Ever since back ended payment plans entered the market place in early 2014 through Private sector developers, they have proliferated throughout the
ecosystem to the point where even post handover payment plans have been increasingly offered by government sponsored developers. Government
sector developers were offering virtually no back-ended payment plans at the start of the cycle. This trend has reversed mirroring that of the private
sectors developers.

Given that these incentives have worked in terms of stimulating demand, it remains to be seen how and when these incentives can be withdrawn. Similar to the Federal
Reserve Stimulus in terms of quantitative easing, the reversal of such stimuli is bound to be a precarious path. It will be interesting to see how developers traverse this
path.
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Launches and Payments Plans

“Buy on the fringe and wait. Buy land near a growing city! Buy real estate when
other people want to sell. Hold what you buy”
John Jacob Astor

Evolution of Payment Plans: 2013-2017
Payment Plans by Year: More than 50% on Handover versus Less than 50% on Handover*
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The decline in prices and transactional activity in the real estate market from mid-2014 triggered a response from developers to ease
payment terms in an attempt to stimulate demand. The above graph illustrates how payment plans have progressively eased from 2013
(when more than 80% of launches had payment terms that were front ended) to 2016 when more than 55% of launches had back ended and
post handover payment plans.
In 2017 as transaction volumes have surged, developer launches appear to be recalibrating towards an equilibrium; however it is likely
that such payment plans will continue to be “tweaked” in response to changes in the price cycle.
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Launches and Payment Plans: 2013-2017
Payment Plans by Type: Units Launched (2013-2017)*
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On a cumulative basis since 2013, launches have progressively been accompanied with relaxed payment plans. In terms of the number of
units launched, there seems to be a virtually equal distribution between “normalized” and back ended payment plans; given the fact that
over this time frame, more than 60,000 units have been launched, it is illustrative of the extent that developers have gone to to reinvigorate
demand.
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Pricing and Payment Plans

“Look at market fluctuations as your friend rather than your enemy; profit from folly
rather than participate in it.”
Warren Buffet

Launch Prices and Payment Plans: 2014-2017
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A dissection of the launches by prices and payment plans reveals that supply priced above the 1200 psf level has not experienced the extent
of developer facilitation, as has been the case with lower psf rates. This implies that a) back ended payment plans have been in the domain
of the mid market segment more predominantly, and b) where they have been offered in the luxury space, it has been predominantly in the
larger absolute ticket size items such as villas.
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Launch Prices and Payment Plans: 2014-2017
Launches by Payment Plan Below 1200 psf
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The bulk of the supply below 1200 psf has been launched with flexible payment plans (68% of units have greater than a 50% installment
on handover), whereas in the above 1200 psf supply it is nearly half. The above pie charts not only delineate the distinction between the
mid market and the luxury space, but how developers have responded via incentives in both the vases over the last 4 years.
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Transactions and Payment Plans

“I guess I should warn you, if I turn out to be particularly clear, you've probably
misunderstood what I've said”
Alan Greenspan

Transactional Activity by Payment Plan (2015-2017 Q1)
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Unsurprisingly, a look into transactional activity reveals that there has been greater demand for units with more flexible payment terms.
Transactions for off-plan units with installments of 0-25% on handover accounted for 57% of overall activity in 2015, however in 2017 Q1
they account for nearly half that amount. The flexible payment terms allows for a greater spectrum of investors to enter the market, and
has served as a useful via-media for liquidity constraints that have dominated the zeitgeist in recent times.
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Developers and Payment Plans

“Patterns repeat themselves in history”

Rick Riordan

Payment Plans by Government Sponsored Developers Vs Private
Sector Developers: 2013-2017
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Ever since back ended payment plans entered the market place in early 2014 through Private sector developers, they have proliferated
throughout the ecosystem to the point where even post handover payment plans have been increasingly offered by government sponsored
developers. This has clearly been as part of measures to revive demand on the part of developers, and its increasing popularity
corresponding with the increase in transactions attests to the efficacy of the measure.
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Payment Plans by Government Sponsored Developers Vs Private
Sector Developers: 2013-2017
GSD’s Launches by Payment Plans (2013-2017)
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In 2014 as the market began to correct we can witness that both government and private developers began to change their payment plans
from being front loaded to back ended. Government sector developers were offering virtually no back-ended payment plans at the start of
the cycle. This trend has reversed mirroring that of the private sectors developers. This evolution of payment plans shows how developers
have been responsive to the changing demand dynamics.
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